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Description 
This session looks at strategies that KPF employed to implement the use of BIM 360 Docs 
software and BIM 360 Design software on large-scale projects such as masterplans, super-tall 
towers, and airports. We will delve into model division strategies, folder setup in BIM 360 Docs, 
permissions management, and troubleshooting.  
 
The session will examine the learning strategies that were necessary to ensure a smooth 
uptake of the platform. We will review the use of IMAGINiT Clarity to add an extra layer of 
management capabilities to BIM 360 software, including scheduled backups and data extraction 
to feed a model health dashboard.  
 
We will also touch on adding layers of data within BIM 360 Docs to more closely align use of the 
platform for projects where information management needs to follow BS1192/ISO19650. 
 
  

Learning Objectives 
• Learn how to manage folder structures in BIM 360 Docs to manage large 

projects. 
• Learn how to create additional data fields for information management 

purposes. 
• Learn how to utilize basic aspects of data extraction in the BIM 360 platform.  
• Learn how to capitalize on ideal approaches to model division when using BIM 

360 Design for large projects. 
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Speakers 
Martin Coyne 
Martin is BIM Practice Manager at global design firm KPF, guiding global BIM strategy and 
implementation since joining the London office in 2013. A qualified architect and passionate 
technology enthusiast, he is part of the leadership of KPF’s global Digital Practice Team 
responsible for promoting and supporting the integration of technology in to design workflows 
across KPF’s worldwide offices. As both an architect and BIM leader Martin has worked on 
projects across a range of typologies and scales including aviation, supertall, commercial, 
residential, mixed-use and masterplan schemes. 
 
Martin is a co-founder of the UK Dynamo User Group who host regular user group sessions, 
Dynamo Day learning events and a hackathon. He has spoken at numerous global conferences 
on BIM Management approaches and using Dynamo at events including AU London and 
RTC/BILT events in North America and Europe. Martin is a recurring guest lecturer on the BIMM 
MSc course at Middlesex University. 
 

Veronica Quintero 
Veronica is the BIM Practice Manager at KPF who works within the Digital Practice Team. She 
received her B.Arch from NJIT and M.Eng in Product Architecture and Engineering from 
Stevens Tech. As KPF’s BIM Practice Manager, Veronica Quintero engages with each team, in 
the early stages of the project, to strategize and implement a successful BIM workflow. She 
provides regular guidance to project teams as it relates to BIM production and coordination 
throughout all phases of a project. Her focus at KPF has been leading BIM implementation 
across the global offices and integrating design technology tools into team’s workflows. 
Additionally, she has helped elevate KPF’s level of BIM maturity and focuses on continuous 
improvement, development, standardization, support and education to drive efficiency, 
increased productivity and innovation. 
 
Before joining KPF, Veronica worked at leading design firms like SOM and Gensler as a Senior 
Digital Design Specialist, driving digital technology. She has since gained significant experience 
working on large scale, complex projects both domestically and internationally.  
As a notable woman in AEC Design Computation, Veronica has presented at numerous Design 
Technology focused conferences and has taught BIM technologies to architects and designers. 
 

Alex Wilson 
Alex is a Senior BIM Specialist at KPF. After graduating with a Master of Architecture (Digital 
Architecture) from the University of Melbourne, he moved to New York where he has worked in 
design and technology roles at leading architecture firms. He has over 14 years of experience 
pairing the architectural design process with computation workflows. His passion is in looking 
under the hood of programs to craft custom workflows for geometry transfer, task automation 
and data mining. At KPF his responsibilities include supporting multiple projects of varying scale 
and program, research into emerging technologies, and spearheading the use of Dynamo in the 
office. 
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What Is a Mega Project?  
 
Before we go too much in to depth about setting up mega projects on BIM 360, we should first 
outline what we generally consider to be a mega project. In our office we deal with a range of 
sizes from furniture design, through to analyzing interactions on a city-wide scale. In terms of 
projects that we initiate in Autodesk Revit and on the BIM 360 platform, they tend to range from 
multi-unit residential buildings of around 5-15 stories which we find can be manageable within a 
single Revit file.  
 
The predominant typology of our work is commercial and mixed use towers, generally within the 
‘skyscraper’ definition of up to 300m tall. We typically find towers of this size work well split in to 
two Revit files for model geometry, one for the façade and one for everything else. For those who 
are wondering about our approach to the age old question of “where do the sheets go?” we have 
recently moved from the model of a separate sheet container file, to incorporating the sheets in 
to the most relevant model geometry file – elevations, curtain wall details, etc. in the façade file, 
and plan drawings, etc. in the file containing the majority of the building’s internal elements. 
 
For us, the skyscrapers are not the limit. As things currently stand, Kohn Pedersen Fox is 
responsible for the design of 6 of the tallest 12 buildings in the world including the Ping-An Finance 
Center in Shenzhen, the Lotte World Tower in Seoul and the iconic Shanghai World Finance 
Center. One of our most recently completed BIM projects is One Vanderbilt, in the heart of our 
home city of New York, topping out at almost 400m tall (1300ft) or 427m (1400ft) if you include 
the antenna spire. Typically in this size range, we still (mostly) find that not a great deal of model 
division is required in Revit, depending on the complexity of the façade.  
 
Beyond that, there are a number of projects that require much more complex model strategies. 
Over the past few years we have worked on a number of airport projects. As these can be up to 
1km across in at least one direction, we find we need to break up models even along a linear 
plane. We have also been involved in delivering a number of masterplan schemes recently, with 
30 or more buildings taken through at least schematic design… these are our mega projects. 
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Why BIM 360 for Mega Projects?  
Before You Get Started 
Before you even think about setting up that BIM 360 project hub, make sure you’ve given these 
items some attention. Each of these are important considerations for any project, and even 
more so for mega projects  
 

BIM Execution Plan 
First and foremost this document needs to be in place and up to date as a record of how 
all parties will collaborate. Each party should be clear about software versions, model 
break-up strategy, model contents, naming standards, exchange protocols, etc. as an 
absolute minimum. 
 
For us, as BIM 360 Docs and/or Design aren’t used on every project, we have also 
produced an annex to cover BIM 360 usage protocols. This outlines how to work with 
specific items, such as agreed model linking procedures (live link vs. consume model, 
etc.), additional attributes, use of transmittals, etc. If you produce such a document, try 
to avoid too much explanation of what BIM 360 is, or how to use it in general. Such 
information does not belong in the BEP and is more appropriate for training material. 
 

Storyboard the Model Breakup 
This is particularly essential for mega projects. For multi-building masterplan projects 
sketch out not only the individual break up (i.e. façade/internals/etc.) but also whether or 
not you will have a single master levels/grids file, where sheets live and any site-wide 
models that are you proposing.  
 
Storyboarding should also help you to work out which models need to be linked it to 
which, to help you keep the number of live links in any one file to a minimum. This is 
useful information not just for your own team, but for other disciplines too, helping them 
to quickly see what files they need to link in to their own. 
 

Review Similar Projects 
This may be your first mega-project, but if your firm regularly works at such a large scale 
there is likely to be other project setups you can review. You may think you’ve worked 
out how to scale up your best practice approaches, but always reach out to colleagues 
to understand any lessons learned. Over the years our approaches to sheet location, 
levels/grids location and other key aspects have changed and this has always been 
because of constructive feedback from teams. 
 

Explore Automation 
Remember all those monotonous jobs that feel like a necessary evil on projects but you 
just have to get done? Now scale that up to 50, 100 or more models! Before you get too 
far, consider what tasks might benefit from automation and how you might approach it. Is 
there a set of Dynamo scripts you can prepare to populate the same information to each 
new file? Have you considered how you are going to manage printing tasks for such a 
large project? 
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Why Move to the Cloud? 
The biggest item to review is of course why are you making the move to a cloud platform? What 
benefits does it bring? Below are outlined some pros and cons of moving to the cloud versus 
maintaining a physical server on your own premises or managing a private storage area within a 
cloud-based platform. 
 

Benefits of Server-side Storage 
A traditional approach to self-hosted data typically offers the most robust option 
for file security, barring a security breach typically only those within your 
organisation should be able to access your data. 

 
If your server is on your premises, file access may not be affected by internet 
outages (though you may of course struggle for license access these days!) and 
the speed of file access is limited only by the speed of your network 

 
There are typically no limits to the types of files you can store on your storage, 
making information such as models easy to link with one another, even across 
multiple formats where required 

 
You have firm control over the flow of information to external parties, information 
is typically only released when you make a conscious decision to do so 
 

Cons of Server-side Storage 
Sharing between global offices usually requires an additional layer of 
infrastructure such as Panzura, Revit server, etc. to optimise file access across 
global locations.  

 
Your available server space may be limited by the storage volume type and 
availability or if you are relying on a private cloud based solution such as AWS 
you may be charged based on the volume of storage used which can quickly get 
expensive if you are working with mega projects! 

 
Sharing of large volumes of information with other organizations will likely require 
use of an additional solution such as an FTP site or BIM 360 where 
documents/models/etc. have to be first uploaded before a link or file transfer is 
sent to the receiving party. 

 
Benefits of Cloud-Hosted Storage on BIM 360 
Utilising a cloud-hosted shared information hub (whether or not you go as far as 
maintaining a formal Common Data Environment) provides a single source of 
truth for the project and enables easier communication. 

 
Working with BIM 360 allows access to the hypermodel (note - for newly 
published data only, not for previous versions) allowing you to understand 
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complex geometry with “contextualized viewing and navigation between 2D 
sheets and 3D views” including the ability to highlight your 3D location within 2D 
drawings. 
 
Due to the way in which BIM 360 Design operates, synchronization times should 
be reduced by the Revit Accelerator technology included with the platform, 
constantly exchanging data in the background with cloud-hosted ‘central’ files 
(though note the terminology is slightly different with regards to BIM 360 Design 
and you do not have the traditional central/local files you may be used to). 
 
Storage within a BIM 360 hub is typically unlimited, which is perfect for a mega 
project! 
 

Cons of Cloud-Hosted Storage on BIM 360 
While performance seems to be much improved compared with Collaboration for 
Revit (C4R), the risk of downtime is out of your hands. 
 
There is typically an additional cost (either in the form of subscriptions or tokens) 
to maintaining BIM 360 Docs and/or Design on top of your existing tech stack. If 
hosting a common project hub it is also worth considering how costs for other 
organizations are covered. It is worth noting that for BIM 360 Docs, licenses are 
typically provided by the hosting party that sets up and maintains the hub, For 
BIM 360 Design, each person wishing to synchronise data with a cloud-based 
Revit model requires their own license. 

  

Model Exchange Options 
One of the benefits of the BIM 360 platform is the flexibility it grants you in terms of how you 
want to work. This is particularly noticeable with regards to how you exchange information 
between parties. Some examples are given below. 
 

Live Linking 
The ‘open house’ method of working. Files and access controls are setup to allow 
almost instant updates to be received. As soon as one person synchronizes their 
changes with the cloud-based models, other people with those models linked in 
to their own are immediately able to reload the latest information if they wish. 

 
Note that this method heavily relies on clear communication between all parties 
with regards to model progress, areas of development, etc. to avoid confusion 
and abortive work. 

 

Shared Method 
When a Revit model is published to the cloud, either from a server-hosted or 
cloud-based model, a copy will typically be placed in the ‘Shared’ folder relative 
to that discipline. If a party links this shared model in to their own, as soon as a 
new version of the model is published this is available for reloading in any files it 
is linked in to. 
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Consume Method 
Only available as part of BIM 360 Design workflows, this method allows you to 
review a published model before choosing whether or not to ‘consume’ it and 
update it as a reference in your own files. This is particularly helpful on mega 
projects where there may by thousands of changes happening over hundreds of 
models, increasing the risk of work in progress studies or incorrect information 
affecting your documentation output. 

 
Using Desktop Connector 
For mega projects, Autodesk Desktop Connector is (usually) a life-saver. It acts as a link 
between Windows Explorer and your BIM 360 hub. 
 

 
 
It allows you to open/view files, upload/download information, edit and delete files and amend 
the folder structure without having to access it all via the BIM 360 web portal. 
 
It is also possible to link non-RVT format information hosted on BIM 360 Docs (such as DWGs) 
in to your Revit model via the Desktop Connector path on your local PC. 
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Important Note – all parties working on the same hub must use the same installed version of 
Desktop Connector. Failure to do so can lead to serious issues with project links and file 
stability!  
 
 
Tracking Model Metrics 
As a BIM Manager, project BIM leader or project BIM specialist, you may typically find it relative 
easy to keep an eye on the state of your models. Model health indicators such as number of 
warnings, file sizes, number of model groups, etc. can be fairly easily reviewed. It should also 
be possible to keep an eye on alignment with model requirements and standards such as object 
naming, parameter completion, etc. with a couple of simple schedules or Dynamo scripts used 
to review files. Again here however, it is worth considering how this is scaled up for mega-
projects.  
 

Model Health 
With this many models, keeping on top of model health is a must. One rogue link can quickly 
cause problems across the entire project. Give some thought to how you can keep an eye on so 
many models at once. It may simply be a case of distributing the task of model management 
across multiple users, but in reality the responsibility for managing model health is likely to fall to 
one or two individuals to keep an eye on.  
 
At KPF we invested in a number of solutions that aggregate statistics on model health. Project 
Analytics from content management provider Unifi is a simple yet powerful tool that offers 
insight in to various aspects of the models. As you would expect, there are multiple stats relating 
to content use but also useful information on a range of useful items including sync time, 
warnings, number of CAD links, etc. It is worth noting that statistics are given by project rather 
than model by model so you may need to set warning thresholds in relation to the number of 
models you are monitoring. It is also worth highlighting that Project Analytics is currently an add-
on project, while it is a fantastic tool to aid mega projects you may need to give consideration to 
the cost of rolling it out for multiple projects. 
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We have also invested in Clarity from IMAGINiT. We primarily brought Clarity on board as a 
task automation server to aid larger projects with tasks such as batch printing and model 
exports. However, Clarity also has the ability to run a scheduled export of model metrics 
tracking a wider range of model warnings and key indicators compared with Unifi. Clarity is an 
expensive project, but highly useful for mega projects and once installed there is in theory no 
limit to the number of projects you can run metrics analysis on, you are only limited by the 
processing time of your Clarity server. 
 

 
 
We would also highly recommend giving some thought to elements that cannot be tracked as 
easily, that do not necessarily fall in to a category of ‘metrics’. Consider items like workset 
fidelity, model cleanliness, etc., all items that may be covered by standards and best practices. 
These items will not be covered by general model metrics but rely on robust QA/QC procedures.  
 

Communicating the Data 
All this model metric data can be fantastically helpful in keeping models in good shape, 
predicting a need for trouble-shooting, etc. but the sheer amount of information can also be 
overwhelming. It is worth considering other ways in which the data can be presented, filtered, 
understood and acted upon. 
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Revit cover page 
In our recent template updates we have moved to make a small number of key statistics 
highly visible to Revit users on our projects. The Revit starting view or ‘cover page’ now 
include information on when the model was last audited/compacted, how many active 
warnings there are in the file, etc. This is part of our efforts to get each individual user to 
take greater ownership of model performance.  
 

 
 
Dashboards 
Dashboards have been a fantastic trend in AEC business in the past couple of 
years or so. A better appreciation of tools like PowerBI and Tableau as well as 
interest in creating custom dashboard solutions has seen a growth in the use of 
dashboards, just search the recent AU archives for ‘dashboards’ and you’ll find 
some great content if you haven’t already started your dashboard journey!  
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Dashboards are also highly useful when data may be coming from multiple 
sources. As you can see from above, for us that is largely Unifi and Clarity, but 
we also combine this with data from Vision, our project management tool and 
staff database. For others this may be Dynamo or alternative sources of metrics. 
A dashboard can collate this information, highlighting the most relevant statistics 
and allowing you to dive deeper in to the data where necessary. 

 
 
Learning Strategies 
The very nature of mega projects means you are will almost definitely see the need for large 
teams. Historically there has been a large focus on core software skills, particularly upskilling 
staff in the use of Revit as our primary authoring tool. However, with a move to BIM 360 Docs 
and Design, there are wider areas where staff will likely also require education. From the simple 
change of how you access Revit models (you don’t want people to be panicked that you can’t 
choose ‘Take a local copy’!) through to how the intricacies of publishing and consuming models, 
if you leave the cloud platform out of your BIM curriculum you will quickly run in to problems, 
particularly on mega projects. 
 
Give consideration to learning methods employed. When investing in an eLearning platform, we 
had to be certain that the available learning material covered not only Revit, but also all of the 
supplementary tools we use. In our case we went with the Pinnacle learning platform, but many 
of the leading eLearning solutions also cover BIM 360. Make sure your staff are aware that 
learning resources are available beyond the Revit basics. 
 
Given the critical role that BIM 360 plays in many mega projects, it is also worth giving serious 
thought to testing staff capability in both Revit and BIM 360 prior to allowing them access to 
these platforms. This may be a simple “what did you learn” exercise at the end of an eLearning 
course or could be a more granular skills assessment. We use the KnowledgeSmart platform to 
this, we have assessments setup that not only tells us simply if a user knows a tool or not, but 
helps us to develop a learning strategy that particularly address their personal knowledge gaps 
and learning needs. 
 
Managing the Folder Structure in BIM 360 Docs 
 

Plans vs. Project Files 
In the default file browser within BIM 360 Docs, there are two default folders already created for 
you, Plans and Project Files. 
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Note that Plans is primarily intended for use with the current set of construction documentation 
– basically the digital equivalent of a set of printed contract drawings. Only PDF, DWF, RVT, 
IFC, and DWG file types can be uploaded to the Plans area. Plans does not work with BIM 360 
Design/Desktop Connector. This presentation is primarily focused on the design stage, we do 
not discuss the Plans area further here. 
 
We will however take a deeper look at the Project Files area. Project Files is intended to be 
used for document storage and exchange and allows uploads of all file formats, drawing/model 
status is confirmed by the person sharing information and allows files to be accessed through 
BIM 360 Design/Desktop Connector. All content from here onwards relates to Project Files. 
 

Setting up Custom Folders 
For larger projects, there is a natural inclination towards using folders to separate information 
and make a particular document or model easier to locate. However, there is careful balance to 
be struck, too many folders and users may get navigation fatigue from clicking in and out of 
different folders, too few folders and may be difficult to see the wood for the trees. While the use 
of document naming standards derived from global standards is common place, particularly ISO 
19650, many of us are simply still attuned to descriptive file naming and can find the ordering of 
drawings organised to such standards as illogical and frustrating despite the well-defined 
naming attributes. 
 
When initiating a projecting in BIM 360 Docs there is plenty of flexibility, and a clear folder 
structure that makes sense both to colleagues within your own organization and also within 
other businesses is obviously a clear benefit to collaboration and communication. What about 
mega projects though? While your default internal folder structure may work for you normally, 
does it still work well when you invite other consultants in to that environment? 

Folder Structure by Plot/Building/Zone 
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In many cases, dividing information by plot, building or zone makes a lot of sense, 
particularly where there are a large number of these defined. This method tends to work 
better for masterplan-type mega projects as each building tends to be its own defined 
entity and typically only linked together with files for other plots for a small number of 
site-wide drawings and/or site-wide files for renders, etc. It may not make as much 
sense for larger, single structured mega-projects such as an airport terminal, where the 
linking of adjacent files is much more necessary for coordination, generating 
documentation, etc. 
 
Within the method of dividing folders, give careful consideration to the need for nested 
folders:  
 
• Does each discipline require its own subfolder, or with only the files relating to single 

zone to handle, can file naming alone keep information easy to locate 
• It is not generally necessary to create separate folders for different file types, unless 

those file types are serving a specific purpose, it is better to keep the folder structure 
simple and use the search bar to narrow down information 

 
Note that while this method tends to work well for projects using BIM 360 Docs, it does 
not translate well to use of BIM 360 Design. When creating a new organization in BIM 
360 Design to allow that company to host their models on BIM 360, it requires a unique 
folder location for the hosting of those models, and as a location for ‘consumed’ models, 
a necessary part of a ‘controlled’ cross-discipline model linking strategy. 
 

Folder Structure by Discipline 

  
 

While at first glance, this method of dividing information may seem a little vague, it is the 
method best suited to working with BIM 360 Design and it allows BIM 360 to create the 
organization specific folders it requires to operate.  
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Within each discipline folder, again give real consideration to the need for additional sub folders. 
Note that the Consumed folder will be created automatically and will contain all information 
consumed from other disciplines/organizations. 
 

Note that if you do create a discipline-based folder structure with 
standard subfolders, the location of cloud worksharing Revit Files 
ideally needs to be a uniquely named folder for each organization. 
As such, the folder structure here is likely to cause problems when 
creating new organizations within BIM 360 Design. In this scenario 
it relies on being able to create information for the architect, interior 
designer, MEP engineer, etc. in separate folders that all share the 
name “Models”. 
 
If sub-folders are deemed necessary, each folder hosting cloud 
worksharing models through BIM 360 Design should have a 
unique name, for example “Arch Models”. 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Use of BIM 360 in Alignment with ISO 19650 
The ISO 19650 suite of documents is a global standard for information management throughout 
the lifecycle of a built asset. Sometime incorrectly referred to as a “BIM standard”, the primary 
focus is the exchange and continuation of information through the project lifecycle, in which of 
course BIM plays an essential role. 
 
One of the core concepts outlined by ISO 19650 (and its predecessor the BS/PAS 1192 series 
of documents in the UK) is the idea of a Common Data Environment, a “single source of truth” 
for all project information. A CDE is a process (as outlined in the diagram below) that controls 
the flow of information between key states. You may also refer to a CDE ‘solution’ – i.e. a 
platform used to host the CDE itself. It is important to understand that this should not simply be 
a cloud storage area for project information, but must also be capable of handling approvals 
processes, the ability for information to move between states, etc. Below, we outline ways in 
which BIM 360 may be used as a CDE solution. 
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Creating Additional Attributes 
The standard Docs setup includes a number of basic attributes including document name, 
version, etc. If you are working to ISO 19650 there are a number of other attributes you may 
wish to create in order to associate further meta-data with each information container 
(document, model, etc.). 
 
Note – if you create additional attributes in the top level “Project Files” folder, they will propagate 
to all sub-folders. Create the attribute in a lower level folder and you will need to recreate it 
across all sub-folders! 
 

File Naming Fields 
While not essential, some parties may choose to not only list the combined document 
name in line with ISO 19650 but also break the name up in to each field (originator, 
volume, level, etc.). As these fields are contained within a combined file name, we don’t 
typically do this – it can be a lot of additional fields to populate. However, if you wish to 
sort information within a folder by any of these fields, this can be a good way to achieve 
this. 
 

Suitability Codes 
ISO 19650 recommends use of a series of metadata suitability codes that clearly show 
the purpose for which information has been shared. Codes typically outline if information 
is WIP, suitable for coordination, approved for construction, etc. If utilising BIM 360 as a 
CDE this is an essential attribute to create.  

©
 The British Standards Institution 2019 
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How to Add Attributes in BIM 360 
1. Click on the settings cog (in the top level Project Files views) and then click ‘Add 

Attribute’ near the bottom of the menu: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. Create the attribute you need, 
for attributes with pre-defined 
values such as suitability codes, 
use the drop- down list option and 
enter your values 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. Use the settings menu to amend the order that attributes 
appear in the browser window: 
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Work In Progress (WIP) Status Information 
Information stored here is defined as “non-verified design data used by in-house design team 
only” and each individual consultant/discipline should be provided with, or operate, a dedicated 
WIP environment specific to this project. 
Information in these folders should ideally be locked down using access permissions so that only 
members of that discipline’s/consultant’s team can access and download information in that 
folder. 
Note that a discipline or specific consultant may choose to operate their own WIP environment on 
their own local server or an alternative cloud-based source as long as agreed protocols are in 
place to allow approval of information prior to it progressing to the Shared aspect of the CDE. 
Where project appointments and relationships allow, all parties should be encouraged to utilize 
BIM360 (or another, similar agreed platform) as a single location for storing information for ease 
of locating data and improving overall communication. 
 

 

 

Progress to Shared Environment 
In line with project protocols, it will be necessary to regularly exchange data with other parties 
involved in the project, most frequently this will involve the primary design consultants as well as 
other key parties such as the Information Manager, Cost Consultant, etc. as agreed. 
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Prior to information moving to the Shared environment, the Task Team Originators with the Task 
Team Manager (or designated person as appropriate) should verify that the information is 
suitable for sharing with other parties. 
This should include: 

- Model Suitability Check – does the model meet the anticipated LOD, does it match 
current design agreements/status, is it within agreed size limitations, etc.? 

- Standard Methods and Protocols (SMP) Check – have the agreed standards been 
applied to the exchanged information, i.e. naming protocols, etc.  as defined in the 
EIR/BEP 

- COBie Completeness Check – where appropriate, have the agreed COBie fields been 
populated within the model and/or exported correctly to the agreed output format 

- Technical Content Check – is the technical content of the information presented correct, 
accurate and clear 

- Drawing Extract Checks – check that 2D information has been extracted as agreed 
based on the coordinated 3D information and that 2D drafting has only been applied where 
appropriate 

 
Regardless of how each party has stored WIP information, all Shared information should be 
located on the project specific hub created on the BIM 360 Platform for project participants to 
access as agreed.  A dedicated Shared folder should be created within BIM 360, with a dedicated 
sub-folder for each discipline: 

 
 

Initiating Approvals Workflows – Single Stage 
Assuming If the agreed project protocol includes a provision for information to be approved by the 
Lead Designer and/or Information Manager (where appointed), again the Submit for Review 
internal processes available within BIM 360 Docs should be utilized: 
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Based upon the agreed project protocols, a pre-defined Approvals workflow should be 
established by the Lead Designer for each party to follow when submitting information for 
approval. 
A template WIP to Shared approval workflow is outlined below. 
Initiator should be assigned to one or more people within each discipline with responsibility for 
confirming information is ready to be shared. 
Final Review should ideally be designated to a role of Lead Designer, Information Manager or 
Project Delivery Manager, allowing individuals assigned to that role to share information as per 
the assigned roles and responsibilities. 
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The approvals process can be set to automatically place a copy of the approved information to 
the Shared folder upon review and sign off.  As such it is recommended to create individual 
approval workflow for each discipline. 

 
 

Initiating Approvals Workflows – Two Stage 
Where both internal and final approvals are to be handled via the BIM 360 platform, a two-stage 
approval process should be established with the initial review carried out by the designated 
Task Team Manager or Project Delivery Manager within the discipline sharing the 
information, with final approval given by the designated Lead Designer or Information 
Manager: 
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Prior to notifying other team members of any newly available information, either the publishing 
party or the Information Manager/Lead Designer (as appropriate) should go in to the relevant 
Shared folder and set the Suitability Status to S1 – Suitable for Coordination 
 

Shared Environment to Information Exchange Data Drop 
At agreed intervals throughout the design phases of a project, it will be necessary to submit 
information as part of the Information Exchange process. 
This should be done with using the BIM 360 Docs platform’s Transmittals process and 
depending upon the project procedures, may be done individually by discipline or may be 
compiled by the responsible party prior to the transmittal: 
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Shared Environment To Published 
For preparation of Tender information or for Construction Issue, information should be 
published from the Shared environment only (and never directly from the WIP folders).  Prior to 
publishing, information should always have been through the approvals process and now located 
in the Shared environment. 
An approvals workflow should be setup to allow Authorization by the Lead Designer (or other 
designated responsible party) prior to publishing. 
The BIM 360 Docs platform’s Transmittals process may be used to share the information with 
relevant parties who do not have access to the BIM 360 project hub. 
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It is recommended that dedicated folders are setup so a separate copy of information for each 
Tender issue (incl. addendum issues) or Construction issue can be easily located by all parties. 

 
Once information has been published for Tender/Construction, the Suitability should be set to 
D2 for Tender issues or An for end of stage or contractual information. 

Archived Information on BIM 360 Design 
Within the BIM 360 Platform, information is automatically archived at various stages: 

- For each uploaded document/model/etc., previous versions remain accessible and 
version control is automatically applied 

- Use of the Transmittals process stores a separate copy of information within the 
Transmittals location, separate to any editable WIP information 

 
For added data security and reassurance, KPF will save a copy of all major submissions and 
information exchanges within the Archive folder on the locally hosted project drive. We also use 
the Clarity automation server to take regular backups of all information saved on BIM 360. 
 
Note that an ‘archive’ of a CDE should contain not only the information containers themselves, 
but also the record of activities that occurred during the life of the CDE. This can be exported 
directly from BIM 360: 
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